C re ate d for

Mu lti fa mi l y Ex perts,
by Mu l ti fam ily
Ex p e rts

Cabinet
Brothers

Pricing & Excellence Matters

Cabinet Brothers has completed projects
all over the country, with over 25 years of
excellence and experience. We pride ourselves
on giving our customers an innovative product
that offers quality, durability, and superior design.
We carry a variety of manufacturers, however, we
recommend our water, chemical, scratch, and
dent resistant cabinetry that is unlike anything else
on the market. Combined with steel drawer
hardware and soft close mechanisms, the result is
a final product that is built for longevity. Our
cabinetry has been specifically created to stand up
to the rigors experienced in multifamily residences.

With Cabinet Brothers you get
the advantages of enhanced
strategic planning, large scale
production and efﬁcient shipping
to generate a favorable return
on your investment.

FULL ACCESS FRAMELESS
K I T C H E N & B AT H C A B I N E T S

ADVANTAGES FOR...
CONTRACTORS

Cabinet Brothers can seamlessly execute multiple projects
at once. By focusing on larger projects we increase
manufacturing efficiencies and significantly reduce your
shipping expenses. There is nothing like our cabinet line
and systems on the market!

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKERS

With the addition of our cabinetry to your next renovation
project you can easily promote the value, features, finish,
and long term quality that is not normally afforded with
the others. From the initial sale, planning stages,
rehabilitation, to the finished product, Cabinet Brothers
will be there to bolster long term value of the property.

PROPERTY MANAGERS
Our high-level finishes and features will entice and retain
tenants, improve occupancy rates, and streamline the
leasing process. As a property manager or owner, you
deserve a quality product with quick delivery and
installation times at a reasonable cost. Cabinet Brothers
will eliminate the headaches usually associated with
property rehabilitation projects.

WHAT MAKES
OUR CABINETS
THE BEST?

DELTA SERIES

VALUE LINE, SLAB DOOR,
SOLID AND WOOD GRAIN LOOK,
THERMOFUSED LAMINATE (TFL) ,
¾” MDF/PB CORE

PERFECT WHITE

LICORICE

SAND

KODIAK

ESPRESSO

DUNE

STONE GREY

Made in the USA
Consistent quality
Efficient build and delivery timelines
Accurate measurements and attention to
detail to get your project right the first time
Full access frameless construction
maximizes space and allows for easy cleaning
Available, durable PVC based covering that
resists chips, scratches, and chemicals
Advantageous pricing compared to
typical contractor-grade cabinetry
Soft close mechanisms on doors and drawers
are completely silent and slam-resistant to

DELTA HORIZONTAL SERIES

SLAB DOOR, WOOD GRAIN LOOK, HORIZONTAL GRAIN DIRECTION,
THERMOFUSED LAMINATE (TFL) , ¾” MDF/PB CORE

reduce wear over time

SPECS
Drawers - Soft Closing
Single Wall Metabox
with 3/4 Extension

Shaker or
Slab Door and
Drawer Front

5/8" Particleboard or
3/4" Plywood,
Dowel Construction

Shelves 3/4" Thickness

LICORICE

SAND

KODIAK

DUNE

OCONEE
SERIES

PREMIUM LINE, PAINTED SHAKER DOOR
OR HIGH-END SCRATCH RESISTANT POLY
FILM SLAB DOOR, ¾” MDF CORE

o

White Foil Interior
with Matching Edge
Banding

Hinges - 105
6-way Adjustable
Soft Close

Folding Plastic Legs
with Adjustable
Height up to 6"

Waterproof
Removable
Toe Kick with
Adjustable Clip

SNOWBOUND

QUARRY GREY

PERFECT WHITE
HIGH GLOSS

DRIFTWOOD

